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The Mark Southend is conveniently located in the heart of SouthEnd Charlotte at the corner of Hawkins
Street and Rampart Court. The Mark Southend is a one-stop destination for all your design needs. Whether
you’re building, remodeling, or refreshing your home, The Mark Southend is the place where you will find tile,
hardware and plumbing fixtures, curated antiques, custom upholstered furniture, and hand knotted rugs.
The Mark Southend offers you unparalleled choices in exquisite home design and decor.

Bird Decorative Hardware

Artisan Rug

Photographer: Dustin Peck; Designer: Bistany Designs

All showrooms at The Mark Southend are open during normal business hours. However, we encourage
you to make appointments so we can manage the number of clients in each space at one time.

2228 Hawkins Street • 704.344.9955 • birdwardware.com

2204 Hawkins Street • 980-938-8786 • artisanruggallery.com

INSTANT SAVINGS. ENDLESS INSPIRATION.
Thermador makes remodeling, renovating, and upgrading as easy as One-Two-Free®. Purchase an eligible Thermador Luxury Suite
and receive up to three free* appliances or upgrades. Get details from your local Plaza representative.
Ends December 31, 2020.

MATTHEWS
9405 E. INDEPENDENCE BLVD
704-708-4223

PINEVILLE
11523-D CAROLINA PLACE PKWY
704-527-5510

CHARLOTTE
5431 MONROE RD.
704-568-7600

HUNTERSVILLE
9715 A SAM FURR RD
704-896-9626

Creating spaces to gather outside since 2001

DESIGN + CRAFTSMANSHIP
STONEMANROCKS.COM • LICENSED GC IN SC & NC

THE
STONE MAN
704-616-7948
®

Dustin Peck Photography

www.bistanydesign.com
704-375-8322
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CAST IRON
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STRENGTH. STYLE. SOUL.

No other material oﬀers the character, durability and craftsmanship
of KOHLER® enameled cast iron. Don’t just design your home,
shape your future.

Learn more at KOHLER.com/CastIron
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North
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CREATING EXTRAORDINARY WINESPACES
WITH YOUR WINE IN MIND

Bring unique home with exacting standards and
attention to detail throughout the process. Set your
wine and home apart by expressing your unique vision.
cavemancellars.com
Jeff@cavemancellars.com
704-564-9638
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it modern, fresh, and new.
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PURE POTENTIAL
Designer Mary Tobias Miller transforms her traditional
Eastover home, balancing new and old, modern and antique to
create a retreat that draws people in visually and physically.
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TAKING ROOT
Wanting to live in color and to be reminded of her roots,
designer Cheryl Luckett’s home is filled with pattern, color,
casual elegance, and Southern tradition with a global twist.
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spotlight
14 FROM THE EDITOR
100 ARTS AND CULTURE SPOTLIGHT
LEFT: ERIN COMERFORD MILLER; RIGHT: COURTESY OF FABRICUT.
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28211
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From the editor

On the Cover:
Designer Mary Tobias
Miller mixes the
unexpected with the
traditional while layering
with modern elements
and antiques to transform
her traditional Eastover
home (page 58).

Ashley Hotham Cox
Editor in Chief
@ashleyhcox on Instagram
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PORTRAIT: CHRIS EDWARDS; ON THE COVER: DUSTIN PECK.

ome is more than a place. It’s a feeling. It’s where you discover
comfort and joy. Whether it’s the color of your walls that evoke
happiness or the heirlooms, photographs, and collectibles that line
your bedside dresser, a sense of belonging is conjured in this space.  
We’re wrapping up a renovation at my house, and I feel like I
can breathe again. When my husband and I moved into our home
three and a half years ago, we had a one-month-old and a dog in tow. With the addition
of two more little ones (humans, that is), our huge house quickly turned into a congested
traffic jam with every nook and cranny bursting at the seams. But we now have a
garage, a mudroom, and, best of all, a louvered pergola on our back terrace. For the first
time ever, I can enjoy sitting outside listening to rainfall without getting wet. We talk
about the importance of making your home a happy place, but now I really understand
what it means. I’d even say that the renovation has been transformative. I’ve always
loved my home, but now I really love my home. It’s where my people are. It’s where my
favorite finds are. It’s where my attempts at being a designer are on display.
The idea of a home being a reflection of its inhabitants is thematic throughout our
annual Designers at Home issue. We share stories and give you a behind-the-scenes look
into how some of Charlotte’s favorite designers live within their own walls, along with
their one-room revamps (page 28). And for anyone in the market for fun new finds, get
ready for some inspiring designer-driven collections, books, and more (page 20).
Each designer’s home is a physical manifestation of their portfolio, a showcase
piece of their full potential. So to have them welcome us into their private quarters
is like winning the golden ticket. Lisa Sherry, who recently moved to Charlotte from
High Point, was able to create the layered, textured, collected look she loves while still
employing her signature neutral palette. But instead of infusing modern touches within
a traditional setting, she set her eyes on a newly constructed three-story townhome
in the Third Ward as her new playground (page 48). It’s all about balance for interior
designer Mary Tobias Miller, who has cultivated a refined taste and skill for elegant yet
contemporary design that embraces modern touches while keeping the focus on her
treasured family heirlooms and antiques. Case in point: Her Eastover residence, where
form is on full display (page 58). Based on looks alone, it’s hard to believe that Cheryl
Luckett only recently ventured into interior design. With a little encouragement and selfconfidence, she said arrivederci to her corporate career and walked toward the design
light. Luckett’s approachable sensibility and love of color and fabric are on display in
her own home, which is what she strives for when it comes to her clients. It’s not about
getting it perfect, it’s about making a home look like the people who live there (page 68).
That’s what it’s all about, right? Finding home. We all need a sense of
belonging. And what better time than during a global pandemic to discover what
it means to be home. Welcome!

Don Duffy Architecture and John Bossard Interior Design

Excellence in Fine Home Construction, Restoration, and Preservation
Presenting our New Website: GoodwinClassicHomes.com
704-506-7950

@GoodwinClassicHomes
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Celebrating Our 41st Season of Christmas Magic!

11729 Carolina Place Parkway Pineville, NC

704.542.5300

PeppermintForest.com
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The newest products, the latest
collaborations, and the best-selling
design books to launch this year.
Written by Anne Marie Ashley
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

DESIGN FOR ALL

Local Morganton, North Carolina, furniture design house Chaddock
is recognized for its customizable furniture, upholstery, cabinets,
hardware, and lighting that can be crafted in weeks and will last
generations. Its most recent collaboration with interior designer
Mark D. Sikes, well known for beautiful interiors, textiles, women’s
fashions, and books, resulted in a furniture collection rich in options,
colors, and style. With a classic sensibility and an all-American aesthetic, Sikes’ collection of thirty-seven pieces spans the spectrum of
form and function, all of them beautiful. Twelve handpicked Farrow
& Ball paint colors are also
available to customize any
piece, chosen by Sikes and
curated for his color-rich and
timeless approach. From
button tufting, box pleats,
and trim to paint selections,
finishes, and multiple combinations, the possibilities are
endless. ahokeltd.com

GOOD
VIBES
ONLY

Distinguished designer
Kara Mann has teamed
with McGuire to create
a twenty-four-piece furnishings collection and a
twenty-eight-piece fabrics
collection. Marrying a
vintage West Coast vibe
with a highly textured,
modern-yet-cozy aesthetic,
the collection features
heritage proportions, low seating, and
relaxed but solid forms. “My goal was
to create a thoughtful line that added
a vintage perspective and unexpected
materiality to McGuire’s modern furnishings, while still encompassing the
essence of timelessness and natural
luxury that the company is renowned
for,” Mann says. circainteriors.com

ELECTRIC FEEL

Renowned for her architectural take on classic
lighting designs, award-winning interior designer
Marie Flanigan brings an elevated simplicity to all
of her pieces. Up next, she’s teaming with Visual
Comfort to offer twelve lighting designs full of
timeless appeal and original forms. “As such an
energetic force, [lighting] is my favorite aspect of
a space to consider,” Flanigan says. “I’m delighted
to debut my inaugural collection with Visual
Comfort, who has exquisitely realized the designs
I have long envisioned.” circalighting.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: COURTESY OF MCGUIRE; COURTESY OF CIRCA LIGHTING; COURTESY OF CHADDOCK.
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Charlotte native Coley Collett Hull was
working in textile design in New York
when it hit her—custom furniture is too
complicated. She knew she could make
it better. So she returned to Charlotte
and started Coley Home, a direct-toconsumer design shop specializing in
custom beds delivered to your door.
From frame, mattress, and headboard
to linens and pillows, Coley Home
delivers a completely customized bed
in less than ten days. This fall, Coley
Home will expand its line of furnishings
to include bedside tables, poufs,
benches, gliders, chairs, and ottomans.
“We are thrilled to expand into more
furniture, giving our customers even
more opportunities to design their
dream space,” Hull says. “Providing
customers with high-quality pieces
quickly and affordably continues to
be a priority, and these new additions
pair beautifully with our Crown Bed.”
coleyhome.com

ADAPTATION

Celebrated retailer RH has created a new commanding
presence in Phillips Place. The three-story building boasts
an exceptional retail experience: a second floor filled
with the company’s most modern offerings, artwork
from General Public for RH Collection, an interior design
atelier, and rug and fabric showrooms; and a rooftop
restaurant and outdoor garden showcasing RH outdoor
offerings. With fourteen-foot ceilings, a double grand
floating staircase, crystal chandeliers amplified with
endless antique mirrors, and ethereal natural garden
surroundings, the 50,000-square-foot pinnacle store will be
one of the few galleries around the country that will draw
from near and far. rh.com

PERFECT
PAIR

BOTANICAL
DREAM

Liberty London has been a mainstay of textiles
and a go-to for cutting-edge design since 1875.
The new Liberty Modern Archive Collection
for textile house Fabricut celebrates some
of the most beloved designs reimagined for
today’s interiors. This line is punctuated with
botanical, floral, and abstract prints in vibrant
colors and muted hues printed on sumptuous
velvets, cottons, and linens. From the jeweltoned hues of the Lacquer and Jade collections
to the soothing and feminine palettes of the
Pewter collection, Liberty delivers unrelenting
beauty and quality in each and every pattern.
karensaks.com

Two is better than one, especially when it comes to footwear. Such is the
case for designer Sarah Flint, whose newest collection is composed of
collaborations with textile houses Samuel & Sons and Morris & Co. As details
are the pièce de résistance in shoes, trim is the equal in interior design, so it
seemed a natural courtship to bring on renowned interior-trim design house
Samuel & Sons. Each silhouette is finished with distinct cord piping and toe
caps. “I am constantly inspired by interior design and have always admired the
vast selection and exceptional craftsmanship that is signature to the Samuel
& Sons brand,” Flint says. For the three-style capsule with Morris & Co.,
Flint chose its iconic Blackthorn pattern. “I’ve always admired Morris & Co.’s
intricate patterns and designs,” she says. Using authentic colors in a silk-blend
jacquard paired with satin detailing while adding touches that make each
shoe style fresh and timely, she shares, “The result is elegant, sophisticated,
and timeless with a touch of whimsy.” sarahflint.com
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BY KATIE RIDDER
Designer Katie Ridder’s newest book, More Rooms,
is 240 pages of tireless inspiration in the form
only her unique aesthetic can take—imaginative
designs defined by the key elements in the room.
From furniture plans, room layouts, and lighting, to
finishes, layering, and scale, Ridder covers it all. The
level of ingenuity is apparent from page one, and
what follows holds attention with each new tangent.
abodehomedesign.com

S Is for Style:
The Schumacher Book
of Decoration
BY DARA CAPONIGRO
rizzoliusa.com

Glamorous Living
BY JAN SHOWERS
abramsbooks.com

de Gournay:
Hand-Painted Interiors
BY CLAUD CECIL GURNEY
rizzoliusa.com

Garden Secrets of Bunny Mellon
BY LINDA JANE HOLDEN,
THOMAS LLOYD, BRYAN HUFFMAN

Rachel Lambert Mellon, or Bunny Mellon, as she was called, may
be best known for designing the White House Rose Garden, but
what few may realize is that her love affair with gardening was selftaught. In the book Garden Secrets of Bunny Mellon, discover her
most beautifully designed and planted gardens displayed alongside
extracts from her writings and many never-before-seen photos. “It
was as if she were creating her own garden photo album, replete
with her own words from her garden journals—a true treasure,” says
co-author Bryan Huffman, Charlotte-based interior designer and
friend of Mellon. Her philosophies and standards by which to garden
are woven seamlessly throughout, with her number one being:
spend time in the garden. mrshoward.com
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A Home for All Seasons:
Gracious Living
& Stylish Entertaining
BY DANIELLE ROLLINS
rizzoliusa.com

TOP: COURTESY OF VENDOME PRESS; BOTTOM: GARDEN IMAGES COURTESY OF GIBBS SMITH, COVER: JONATHAN BECKER; SIDEBAR FROM TOP: COURTESY OF SCHUMACHER; LISA PETROLE PHOTOGRAPHY; COURTESY OF DE GOURNAY; COURTESY OF RIZZOLI NEW YORK.

More Rooms

CUSTOM CABINETS | APPLIANCES | PLUMBING | TILE
SUB-ZERO - WOLF - COVE | THERMADOR | BOSCH
BLUE STAR | MIELE | LACORNUE | FULGOR
704.926.6000 | DCIHOMERESOURCE.COM | 1300 SOUTH BOULEVARD - SUITE C, CHARLOTTE, NC 28203 | MON-FRI 9AM-6PM, SAT 10AM-4PM

palette

Paris decorator Vincent
Darré’s showroom boasts
warm woods, rich textiles,
and surreal and Dadaism art.

CINNAMON
SPICE
A dash of savory drama
to warm the senses.
Written by Christina Spratt Spencer
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

1
2

3
4

Deliciously sumptuous, the emboldened flavors of muddled and muddied
burnt orange, silky browns, and russet red sensually swirling amidst amber
haze make this moniker hue an enveloping swath of subdued sophistication.
Indulgently cozy, this leathery note is ardently snug and calmly grounding
with its autumnal-baked earthiness while simultaneously velvety plush.
Cinnamon is delectable with tonally flavored variants of caramel, cognac, or
chocolate, and wonderfully warming like a deep desert sunset with ochre,
copper, or rust. Its lusciously calming lull of neutrality is energized with
pairings of coral-toned blushes, saturated cobalt and indigo blues, or intensely rich emerald green or peacock.

5

1. Stout Textiles Sabadilla Trim in
Autumn / to the trade / karensaks.com
2. Knoll Leaf Table Lamp in Copper Brown /
$92 / designwithinreach.com
3. Élitis Vence Cushion in Coral /
$178 / elitis.fr
4. Porta Romana Phoenix Wall Light /
$2,312 / portaromana.com
5. Benjamin Moore Cinnamon /
$58.99 per gallon of Regal Select /
magnoliapaint.company
6. Kelly Wearstler for EJ Victor
Sunset Sofa in Coral / to the trade /
ahokelimited.com
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INTERIORS: JÉRÔME GALLAND.

6

DESIGN FOR THE TRADE
CHARLOTTE
2122 Freedom Drive, Suite A
Charlotte, NC 28208
704.358.0277

RALEIGH
1405 Capital Blvd
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.832.5555

ahokelimited.com
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THREE DESIGNERS,
THREE ROOMS
A few of Charlotte’s top designers share some
of the favorite rooms in their own homes.
Written and produced by Blake Miller

Meet the Designer

ANNE HAMMETT
WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST
ABOUT THIS SPACE? “In the

laundry room, I love the color
of the cabinets and the wallpaper. It’s a utilitarian space, but
that doesn’t mean it can’t be
pretty. In the mudroom, I love
the practicality of it. All of the
clutter is hidden behind the
pretty custom lockers.”
WHY DOES THIS SPACE
WORK SO WELL? “It added

so much storage that our house
was lacking. We desperately
needed a space to fold clothes,
hang clothes to dry, etc. All of
the extra cabinetry gives us
more storage. The mudroom
gave us a space to put our
bags, shoes, iPads. There
are charging stations in each
locker, with a shelf, so you
never see cords and phones
sitting on the counters.”

After living in their renovated 1960s
ranch for a while, Anne Hammett
and her husband, Joel, decided they
needed a designated laundry room
and mudroom in their home. “We
really needed a proper entry to
our home,” says Hammett of Anne
Pearson Design. The addition resulted
in two clean, cheerful spaces that are
often a second thought in the design
process. “The laundry room always
seems to get neglected,” Hammett
says. “But we’re in there so often that
it needs to be designed with as much
thoughtfulness as you would a powder
room or home office.”

What She Did
ADDED INTEREST In lieu of paint, Hammett added the Schumacher

wallpaper to the laundry room, while the fabric in the same pattern
was used on the Roman shade in the adjacent mudroom. The
mudroom features classic shiplap on the walls, an architectural
detail the designer chose instead of wallpaper or paint.

EMBRACED COLOR “I’m drawn to color palettes of blues and
greens,” Hammett says. “So it was a natural choice to paint the
cabinets in the laundry room this soft blue. It also complements
the wallpaper, which was truly the springboard for the whole
design.” Hammett accented with gold hardware pulls.
KEPT IT CLEAN In high-traffic utilitarian spaces, easy-to-clean and
maintain is key. Hammett chose the subtle hexagon tile from
Renaissance Tile for the flooring not only because of the subtle detail
it provides in both spaces but also because it’s low maintenance.
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of these spaces are utilitarian,
so they’re used on a daily basis,
but that doesn’t mean you need
to sacrifice beauty. Adding
color on the cabinets or the
cut-out detail on the top of the
mudroom cabinets are custom
elements one can add without
adding a lot of extra cost.”
WHAT’S YOUR TOP TIP
FOR LAUNDRY ROOM AND
MUDROOM DESIGN? “Don’t

neglect the laundry room. You’re
going to be in it a lot, so invest
in nice cabinets and, when in
doubt, use wallpaper. It can instantly transform a space.”  

PORTRAIT AND INTERIORS: DUSTIN PECK.

BLISSFUL
BLUE

WHAT IS IT ABOUT
LAUNDRY ROOM AND
MUDROOM DESIGN THAT
EXCITES YOU MOST? “Both

Antiques | Lighting | Accessories
6815 A-3 Phillips Place Court, Charlotte, NC 28210 704-999-6976 | Monday-Saturday 10-5
www.granville-charlotte.com
Photography by MB Productions
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Meet the Designer

ANGIE PERSSON
WHAT DO YOU LOVE
MOST ABOUT THIS SPACE?

“Although the kitchen feels
light and airy, it’s also warm
and welcoming. I used warm
whites, dark wood finishes,
mixed metals, marble, contemporary lighting, and vintage
pieces for an eclectic overall
aesthetic that complements
the rest of our house.”
WHY DOES THIS SPACE WORK
SO WELL FOR YOU? “The

Angie Persson was ready for an update. Though she and her husband, Anders, had renovated the kitchen in their
Myers Park home years earlier, the space was in need of a refresh, says the designer. “The finishes and the color
palette really needed to be updated,” says Persson of the brown granite countertops, cream-colored cabinets, and
silver hardware throughout. The couple, who also have a home in Sweden, fell in love with the simplicity of their
European home’s kitchen. “I don’t like a lot of fussy things, so I love that our home in Sweden is all white and clean,
which is what I wanted in our kitchen here in Charlotte.”

What She Did
STREAMLINED DETAILS The custom cabinetry
Persson had installed during the first renovation
featured traditional column details. To achieve a more
contemporary look, Persson removed the detailing,
resulting in a clean, modern look for the cabinetry.
EMBRACED MARBLE Despite its tendency to stain,

Persson wanted a large, honed marble island to
replace the existing brown granite counters. “You
can’t go wrong with the look of marble,” she says.
“Marble is a soft surface, and you must accept that
it will not stay perfect if you choose it. But marble
is classic. The patina and wear and tear give it
personality and tell a story.”
ADDED WARMTH Though Persson wanted an allwhite kitchen, she also knew she needed to warm the
space, so she added a wooden counter at the built-in
bar. “I love a lot of texture, and we had a lot of marble
already, so wood made sense.” She also added satin
brass hardware and a faucet from Bird Decorative
Hardware & Bath to help warm up the space.
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WHAT IS IT ABOUT KITCHEN
DESIGN THAT EXCITES YOU
MOST? “Kitchens require

the basics, yet we can be
creative with materials we
use to achieve the overall look.
Lighting and hardware excite
us the most. Currently, our
favorite is anything with Lucite
and aged brass.”
WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE
SPLURGE FOR THE KITCHEN?

“We splurged on the marble
backsplash. I wanted a
seamless look, and with large
slabs of marble, it did just that.
I also love the faucet. I ordered
it in unlacquered brass so that
as it aged, the patina would
look like something you would
see in a pub in England.”
WHAT’S YOUR TOP TIP FOR
KITCHEN DESIGN? “Use

materials that fit your lifestyle
and personality. For example,
if you prefer perfection, don’t
choose marble and unlacquered brass!”

PORTRAIT AND INTERIORS: LAURA SUMRAK.

SIMPLIFIED STYLE

layout is practical and works
for our family. We try to have
dinner as a family most nights,
and the eat-in kitchen is perfect.”

P H OTO G R A P H E R : E R I N C OM E R F O R D • D E S I G N : R O B E R T Z E B R OW S K I

THE HOME OF
CUSTOM CABINETRY
AND AN EXPERT
DESIGN TEAM.
Whether you’re ready for a complete overhaul of the
kitchen, laundry, bathroom, or other cabinet-filled areas
of your home, or just a little counsel, the DesignLoft
team has the expertise to handle any need.
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Meet the Designer

CHARLOTTE LUCAS
WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST
ABOUT THIS SPACE? “I love

the hidden side porch off
the side of the bedroom. It’s
a very Charleston feel to
have a second-floor porch
and the perfect place to
enjoy a moment of quiet in
the morning or to unwind
in the evening.”

Extra time at home might have been the inspiration Charlotte Lucas needed for updating the master bedroom in
her Eastover home. “I think everyone loves a ‘glow up’ in their home every now and then, but especially this year,
people are realizing the importance of home and are taking steps to make it a place that truly sparks joy—myself
included!” says the designer of adding the scenic wallpaper from House of Harris, the line that she and her designer
sister Liz Carroll created. “While I always invest in pieces that stand the test of time, I am definitely in the camp of
periodically updating art, changing wallpaper, or experimenting with a new paint color, as these things can fully
transform an old, familiar space, giving it new life and energy.”

What She Did
MIXED IN PATTERN “My bedroom, much like most
of my designs, incorporates multiple patterns—for
example, scenic wallpaper plus geometric drapes—
that many would not think to combine. I never shy
away from mixing pattern and color in unexpected
ways,” she says. Lucas balances the pattern with a
handful of neutrals to “offset all the action!”
ADDED PERSONAL TOUCHES “Personal touches, like

sweet artwork from my children, framed photos of
my family, and meaningful hand-me-downs also fill
the room, keeping me reminded of, and grateful for,
the most important things in life,” she says.

MADE IT SYMMETRICAL Flanking the king bed, which

is “just about the only neutral part of this space,”
are two matching army-green bedside tables and
statement lamps, with a pink sofa at the base of
the bed providing symmetry to the space, which is
peaceful and restful to the eyes.
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right next door to my son’s
room, where he and my
daughter typically sleep
together every night. But
because it’s in such close
proximity to the little ones, it
allows for the inevitable postbad-dream snuggles but still
feels private and far enough
removed from the rest of the
home, where all the entertaining and action go down.”
WHAT IS IT ABOUT
BEDROOM DESIGN THAT
EXCITES YOU MOST? “Travel

and comfort are two things
I love most in this world, so
it’s exciting for me to attempt
to create spaces that feel like
both. There’s nothing better
than a cozy hotel bed, and
my philosophy is, ‘Why not
have that at home?’”
FAVORITE BEDROOM
SPLURGE “Wallpaper! It’s a

spacious room with nooks
and crannies throughout, so
getting all the walls and the
closet doors covered in this
beautiful paper definitely
added up, but it was totally
worth it!”

PORTRAIT AND INTERIORS: CHRIS EDWARDS.

MODERN OASIS

WHY DOES THIS SPACE
WORK SO WELL FOR YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY? “It’s

Gerrard Builders | Bruce Clodfelter Landscape Architect | Emily Followill Photographer

Frank Smith
R e si den t i a l De sig n Inc .

704.332.4075
w w w. f r a n k s m i t h d e s i g n . c o m

@frank_smith_residential_design

design board

NATALIE
Papier

1. Persimmon Art Print by Susan Hable / $422 / chairish.com
2. Stray Dog Designs Arlo Chandelier / $1,800 / straydogdesigns.com
3. Arc Viva 12x12 Polished Porcelain by Elizabeth Sutton:
Pattern 23 / $44.43 per square foot / tilebar.com
4. Golsa Golchini Lazy Blue, 2020, mixed media canvas / returnonart.com
5. Jaipur Wunderkammer Rug / $1,320 / jaipurrugs.com
6. Lele Sadoughi Magnolia Bouquet Drop Earrings /
$198 / anthropologie.com

1

2

3
6

4

5
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PORTRAIT AND INTERIORS: ERIN COMERFORD MILLER.

When it comes to interior design, Natalie Papier can emphatically say that color—broad brush strokes or subtle
doses—is her calling card. “To say I have a love for color,
whimsy, and vintage is an understatement,” says the
designer, who recently moved to Charlotte from Chicago.
“Bright, bold pops of color grounded with warm
woods and crisp black and whites let unexpected
details shine, like painted ceilings and funky art. I
never settle into neutral territory. Whether I choose
to highlight a graphic wallpaper print, a six-foot fiberglass ostrich statue, or dynamic blue built-ins, I strive
for the unexpected twists.” The mother of four often
achieves these surprising design elements by placing
artwork not only in her clients’ homes but in hers,
as well. “A majority of my designs center around the
character of these art pieces,” she explains. “I have a
strong belief that homes should be a reflection of the
people who live in them—full of life, character, and
warmth, and not just the passing trends.” Papier’s
classic layering of color with texture and combining
vintage and heirloom with modern results in “colorful,
eclectic spaces that still have livability.”

DESIGNERS NANCY PARRISH AND ASHLEY DELAPP BRING THEIR LOVE OF COLOR TO
THIS BESPOKE COLLECTION OF TEXTILES, APPAREL AND WALL COVERINGS

@PARRISHDELAPP • PARRISHDELAPP.COM

off & away
Places to explore, treasures to discover

Courtesy of Alys Beach.

Alys Beach,
Florida

Bluffton,
South Carolina

Duck,
North Carolina

Norfolk,
Virginia
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travel

OFF the COAST
Produced by Blake Miller
The Southeast is chock-full of quaint coastal towns that are often overshadowed
by their bigger, more popular neighbors. But if you want to get away without
hopping on a plane, these four seaside cities are within driving distance and ideal
for families and couples alike. Brimming with breweries and wine bars, upscale
shopping, local art galleries, and luxury accommodations with expansive ocean
views, these destinations will make you want to never leave the South for vacation.

ALYS BEACH, FLORIDA

STAY
While there’s no official hotel in Alys
Beach, that only means you get to “live
like a local” by booking a vacation home.
(Book at alysbeach.com.) All mimic the
town’s aesthetics with white exteriors,
blue or green shutters, and dark-wood
accents—with Moorish influences. Private
courtyards with kitchens a few yards away
are modeled after those in Guatemala and
Antigua. Perfect for families to spread out
(or a group of girlfriends), most homes offer
between two and five bedrooms, although
a few one-bedroom, one-bath properties
appeal to the design-obsessed wanting
solo-cations. Some homes are pet-friendly.

EAT
Kids love Charlie’s Donuts, a converted
Sunbeam bread truck serving donuts
prepared 1920s style—hand-rolled,
dipped, and filled—until they run out. For
a more grownup vibe, drop into NEAT
in the afternoons and evenings for wine,
beer, and inventive cocktails such as Little
Emperor, with gin and lemon-rosemary
flavors. Pair the drinks with savory and
sweet nibbles, from Prosciutto di Parma
to truffles. Close out the night at Caliza
over dishes like crispy Spanish octopus
or black grouper pozole, and finish with a
slice of key lime pie.
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NEAT

DO
From scoring billowy dresses, handcrafted
palm bags, and gold pendant necklaces at
Alys Shoppe to hiking at the town’s twentyacre nature preserve, there’s something
for everyone. Beach bums can find bliss on
the private beach, and an elevated wooden
boardwalk cuts through slash pine and
cypress trees. Plenty of green spaces and
courtyards, including a courtyard that’s
home to Alberta, Sonia Ebling’s sculpture,
are ideal spots to curl up with a good book or
watch the kids run around. Embark on twowheeled fun by renting a bicycle from The
Bike Shop or further explore the waterfront
in a kayak or stand-up paddleboard.

COURTESY OF ALYS BEACH.

With its stark-white buildings flaunting hip roofs and its emerald-green waters
peeking through, this 158-acre Southern town could easily be mistaken for a
Greek island or Bermuda. But this is Florida’s panhandle, along Highway 30A and
the Gulf of Mexico. Park the car and use your own two legs to get around, both
on sand and land. —Kristine Hansen

Charlotte • Banner Elk
@abodehome www.abodehomedesign.com
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BLUFFTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
It’s hard to believe that just a short drive from busy Hilton Head is a quiet,
sleepy town where palm tree–lined alleyways shadow quaint storefronts and
cozy coffee shops and art galleries. But that’s exactly what Bluffton is. Often
overlooked because of its more popular oceanfront neighbor, Bluffton is the
antithesis to the busyness of Hilton Head. —Blake Miller

Montage Palmetto Bluff

Wilson Village at
Montage Palmetto Bluff

EAT
Formerly the executive chef at Palmetto
Bluff, Brandon Carter now helms the kitchen
at FARM in downtown Bluffton. Sunday
brunch is a must here. (Get the Bloody Mary.
You won’t be disappointed.) Featuring locally
sourced ingredients, FARM’s menu is full
of Lowcountry favorites with an elevated
twist, such as shrimp & grits, buttermilk
fried chicken, and brown butter cornbread.
For lunch, request a table on the oversized
porch nearby The Cottage Café, Bakery &

Tea Room. This lovingly restored circa-1868
home in the heart of Bluffton’s art district
serves up classic Southern fare as well as
New American cuisine.
DO
Downtown Bluffton boasts numerous
art galleries such as La Petite Gallerie,
Maye River Gallery, and Lowcountry
photographer Ben Hamm, whose works
are a refreshing (and breathtaking)
snapshot of Southern landscapes. After
a day of shopping downtown (don’t
miss Spartina 449, which showcases
resort-style women’s clothing and
accessories—think Lilly Pulitzer and
Simply Southern–inspired attire),
explore Palmetto Bluff by bike and
travel the shaded bike paths that wind
through the property. Mark your
calendar for November, when the
resort’s Music to Your Mouth festival
takes place in the heart of Palmetto
Bluff’s Wilson Village. The thirteenth
annual event features food and drink
from renowned chefs, winemakers,
distillers, brewers, and artisans.
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FARM

Downtown Bluffton Shops

COURTESY OF MONTAGE PALMETTO BLUFF; COURTESY OF HILTON HEAD ISLAND VISITOR & CONVENTION BUREAU.

STAY
If you want to be in the heart of Bluffton,
book a room at the Old Town Bluffton
Inn. Located on May River Road, this
boutique property oozes Southern charm
with its Lowcountry architecture and
traditional interiors. But for a luxury
escape, head to the Montage Palmetto
Bluff. Set on 20,000 pristine acres, the
Montage property features a variety
of accommodations, from private May
River–view cottages and luxury vacation
homes to elegantly appointed hotel suites.
montagehotels.com/palmettobluff

UPHOLSTERY HANDCRAFTED IN NORTH CAROLINA
You deserve the inside of your four walls to reflect your personality. Our interior design professionals at Queen City Home Store
will help you choose your ideal home decor based on your budget, style, and space. Looking for a specific color or pattern?
Come see us and choose from hundreds of fabrics and leathers to customize your piece.

11501 CAROLINA PLACE PARKWAY | PINEVILLE, NC 28134 | 704.889.3301

QUEENCITYONLINE.COM/HOME-STORE
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DUCK, NORTH CAROLINA
Perhaps lesser known than neighboring Corolla Beach, Duck has plenty to offer
travelers looking to get the most out of a trip to the Outer Banks. Though a small
town, Duck’s low-key nautical vibe will delight and relax, and it offers a swath of
restaurants, outdoor activities, shops, and more. —Rachel Chernaskey

Duck Donuts

STAY
The oceanfront Sanderling Resort feels
welcoming and comfortable, like a visit
to your family’s beach house. In the main
hall’s upstairs lounge, you’ll find a surplus
of puzzles, books, and games to play while
you gaze out at the ocean. Outside, make
s’mores by the family-style fire pit or listen
to the waves from lounge chairs overlooking
the water. On a free afternoon, spend the
day at the resort’s spa and salon, which is
located right on the Currituck Sound and
offers steam rooms and boutique sitting
areas where you can sip tea in-between
services. sanderling-resort.com
EAT
The quaint town of Duck has a plethora
of great spots to eat, starting with the
Sanderling’s Lifesaving Station, where the
pecan waffle with maple-butter pancakes
served with Vermont maple syrup is a
must. For casual Southern-inspired fare,
head to Red Sky Cafe, where you’ll find
small plates like burrata salad and fried
green tomatoes and duck with chili-spiced

marmalade. A visit to the beach means
seafood, so Roadside Bar & Grill is a must.
You’ll nosh on creamy clam chowder topped
with scallions, lobster mac and cheese, a
classic fish sandwich, and other seafoodcentric bites. Finally, a trip to the Outer
Banks would be incomplete without a visit
to the original Duck Donuts for a perfectly
cakey, hot-off-the-griddle donut topped with
powdered sugar, glazes, and a number of
other toppings like caramel and bacon.
SHOP
Spend a lazy afternoon perusing the booklined walls of Duck’s Cottage or Island
Bookstore, which is located inside a lovely
two-story cottage. Afterward, head to
SeaDragon & Yellowhouse Gallery, which
sells handmade goods and art pieces. For local
candies and sweets, stock up on local wine,
fudges, and saltwater taffy at Candy & Corks
while picking up souvenirs, artisanal soaps,
colorful tee shirts, and nautical trinkets.  
DO
Get out and explore Duck’s natural
scenery by taking a beach cruiser, a
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tandem bike, or even a three-wheeler
from Duck Cycle. (Baby seats are
available for little ones.) If the water is
more your speed, visit Outer Banks Boat
Tours for a tranquil trip out onto the
water to watch the sunset. Or cruise to
Sanctuary Vineyards, where you’ll cross
Wright Brothers Farm, which dates back
to the 1800s, for a vineyard tour and a
private wine tasting. For an activity that’s
especially filled with nature, check out
Outer Banks Kayak Adventures for a
Bioluminescence Full Moon Night Tour,
where, if you’re lucky, you’ll catch the
natural phenomenon of bioluminescence
lighting up the waves.

COURTESY OF SANDERLING RESORT; COURTESY OF OUTER BANKS VISITORS BUREAU.

Sanderling Resort

interior design

•

furniture gallery

park road shopping center 4247 park road #295 charlotte, NC 28209
704.335.1220 @highcottonclt www.highcottonhomecompany.com
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NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
With its picturesque views of the Chesapeake Bay, cobblestoned historic streets,
and booming arts scene, Norfolk is the perfect destination for those searching
for a relaxing weekend in a walkable city. Fresh seafood, locally farmed fare,
and craft breweries reflect a dynamic dining destination, while world-class
museums and galleries showcase the city’s rich culture. —Sarah Crosland

Café Milo

Glass Light Hotel & Gallery

Freemason District

EAT
Plan on at least one dinner at the Glass
Light’s own lounge and restaurant.
This opulent space featuring a backlit
glass wall and oversized orb lights
draws a stylish crowd. At the helm
in the kitchen is Serge Gouloumes, a
Michelin-starred French chef whose
signature dishes include a slow-cooked
farm egg topped with delicate truffle

shavings and a decadent
foie gras apple tatin.
Other spots to stop on
your tour around town
include Grain, a casual
rooftop restaurant with
views of the harbor
and an impressive craft
beer list, and Café Milo,
a small but beautiful
café where a couple
from Manhattan serve
up tasty sandwiches,
salads, and bowls across
the street from the
Chrysler Museum.

Glass Light Hotel & Gallery

DO
After a stroll past the historic stately
homes in the Waterside Freemason
District, pop into Spruce Home +
Design. This bright and airy retail shop
and design studio is filled with stylish
furniture, home accessories, and colorful
art. And be sure to wander through
Selden Market. Housed in a historic
arcade downtown, this innovative
market hosts pop-up storefronts ranging
from vintage clothing and retro home
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decor to handmade leather goods and
African art. Home to the U.S. Navy’s
Atlantic Fleet, no trip to Norfolk is
complete without learning a little about
its naval history. For a quick lesson,
stop into Nauticus, the waterside
maritime museum where you can tour
the Battleship Wisconsin. Or, to see
the Naval Station itself, climb aboard
the Victory Rover Cruise, which sets
sail to the base for an up-close look at
destroyers, submarines, and more.

COURTESY OF GLASS LIGHT HOTEL & GALLERY;
COURTESY OF VISITNORFOLK.

STAY
Housed in a historic 1912 building just
a few blocks from the water, the newly
opened Glass Light Hotel & Gallery is
part boutique hotel, part art gallery.
Inside, you’ll find stunning works from
well-known artists such as Dale Chihuly
and Lino Tagliapietra—and be sure to
look for the playful oversized bunnies by
renowned artist Peter Bremers around
the lobby. The rooms are spacious
and filled with natural light, featuring
curated decor designed to give them the
feeling of an artist’s studio, but luxurious
touches like Illy in-room coffee, plush
Frette linens, and fragrant Nest bath
products leave little doubt you’re in an
upscale hotel.

TRADITIONS

Home Furnishings and Interior Design Services
Serving the Charlotte Area for 28 years
4317 Park Road • 704.525.8727 • traditionsofcharlotte.com • @traditionsofcharlotte

LUXU RY
L I F E ST Y L E
BOUTIQUE
Oﬀering exclusive gifts for men and women,
antiques and interior accents for the home
Complete Design Services Available

The Shops at Morrison in Southpark
720 Governor Morrison, Suite E110
Charlotte, North Carolina 28211
704.364.4004 • bdjeﬀries.com

Home Design

Photography by Brie Williams.

Third-Ward Wonder

Pure Potential

Taking Root
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Sherry’s rooftop terrace features 360-degree views
of Uptown and Fourth Ward, making it a great space
for entertaining. She added teak furniture by Harbour
Outdoor as well as outdoor chaises by Verellen and
soft AstroTurf to keep the space chic and modern.
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THIRD-WARD
WONDER
AFTER DECADES OF LIVING IN HIGH
POINT, DESIGNER LISA SHERRY PUTS
ROOTS DOWN IN THE QUEEN CITY.

INTERIOR DESIGN BY LISA SHERRY | TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIE WILLIAMS
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LEFT: Sherry loves
a layered look. She
often achieves this by
placing collections
throughout her home,
such as the coffee
table books in her
living room and the
pile of hats placed
atop a goat-head
statue in the foyer.
OPPOSITE: To add
warmth to the
concrete floors in the
foyer, Sherry added
Moroccan rugs that
are soft underfoot and
add interest to the
space. She designed
the small nook with
a textured plaster
console table from
Global Views, which
she styled with a Mr.
Brown lamp and a
French-style mirror.

F

or the last seven years, designer Lisa Sherry
lived in a circa-1926 classic Georgian home
in High Point. After splitting her interior
design business between High Point and
Charlotte for several years, Sherry was
ready to head south to the Queen City fulltime. Only this time, she wanted a major change. “I have
always toyed with renovating and modernizing a home over
the years,” she says. “So I thought being in a home that’s
more modern and fresh and new would be a fun change,
something completely different.”

Sherry settled on a new construction three-story flat with
a spacious rooftop in Third Ward. Located within walking
distance of Bank of America Stadium and Uptown, not to
mention the surrounding design district in Third Ward, the
condo did not need a renovation, but it did check all of the
modern boxes that Sherry was looking for. “I love that living
here is walkable and close to the greenway,” she says. “I’ve
always loved modern homes, but never had the opportunity to
live in one until now.”
Though Sherry’s previous residence was traditional, the interiors were decidedly transitional and modern. “I love to mix
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things up,” explains Sherry of her design philosophy. “In my
Georgian house, it was important for me to add more modern
pieces. Otherwise, it just felt very one-note. If you have a modern
space, you want to make it more classic. If it’s more classic, you
want to make it more modern. Now I have this modern space, so
I want the interior design to lean more classic.”
Bathed in natural sunlight—a feature Sherry was immediately drawn to—the 2,200-square-foot flat’s clean, architectural

details were the ideal blank canvas. Sherry’s signature aesthetic
is neutral and tone-on-tone, so to create interest, she looks to
texture over vibrant hues and bold patterns to make a space look
and feel sophisticated yet comfortable.
Sherry’s home is her creative lab, where she can experiment with various design elements before incorporating
them into her clients’ homes. “I can test things out and see
what works and take a few design risks, so I get to have more
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“THIS WAS EXACTLY WHAT I
WAS LOOKING FOR AT THE
RIGHT TIME IN MY LIFE.”
—LISA SHERRY

fun and play a bit more,” she says. “I’m always a little more
eclectic in my own home than I am with my clients’. I feel
like I can layer a lot more and create a more collected look in
my own space versus in my clients’ homes.”
On the second floor, which consists of the living and
dining rooms and kitchen in one large, seamless space,
Sherry put that layered aesthetic to work by adding carefully curated collections of design books in the living room,

LEFT: Sherry fell in love with the simplicity of the living room and wanted to keep
the aesthetic clean and comfortable. She added the Ralph Lauren French bergère
chair in the living room opposite the charcoal mohair sofa by Verellen—a coupling
that showcases the designer’s love for old with new.
RIGHT: The dining area often doubles as a workstation for the designer, so she
needed a functional but stylish space. Always a lover of juxtaposition, Sherry
paired the sleek, modern Mr. Brown dining table and the Oly Studio chandelier
with vintage 1970s dining chairs.
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The guest room doubles as a media room
and den, but when guests arrive, the pair
of chaises transform into twin beds, for
which custom sheets were made. Sherry
paired a low antique wooden stool with
an oversized lamp to create interest, then
added etchings from Grand Image to
complete the overall look.
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TOP: Sherry loves clean, crisp, white bed linens and tone-on-tone bedding, hence
the upholstered white linen bed by Verellen. The designer topped a long, lowlying Parsons-style waterfall table by Sublime Original with an oversized lamp by
Mr. Brown Home.
BOTTOM: Sherry transformed her small powder room into an art gallery with
her collection of portraits and vintage art. “I love to make powder rooms these
interesting little spaces,” she says. The addition of a crystal chandelier sheds
light on the artwork and adds a touch of elegance to the space.

while in the downstairs foyer, hats are stacked atop a goathead statue. “Sometimes it scares clients to be too eclectic
or to have too many things,” she says of her collections. “But
homeowners come to us because they love that clean, openair, serene feeling, and if it becomes too cluttered, they feel
like they’re going to lose that. So I love to showcase in my
own home how that’s not the case if it’s done thoughtfully
and purposefully.”
For Sherry, it’s all about juxtaposition, as well—the
marrying of two opposing styles to create an interesting and
cohesive design. “I love that mix of European pieces with
modern items,” she says, noting the Ralph Lauren French
bergère chair in the living room opposite the charcoal mohair
sofa by Verellen. In the nearby dining space, the modern
lines of the Mr. Brown dining table pair beautifully with the
vintage 1970s dining chairs—yet another coupling of opposing
styles Sherry loves to weave into her designs.
To create sophisticated, livable, and ultimately comfortable spaces for herself and her clients, Sherry designs with
function in mind. The downstairs bedroom office was transformed into an at-home workout space, which left the dining
table to double as a workstation. “With the quarantine, we
worked remotely, so that became my go-to work area,” she
says. “I love that I can also nestle up to the island in the cozy
linen bench and work from there, too.” On the third floor,
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Sherry transformed a basic guest bedroom into a media sitting room by
adding two daybeds upholstered in a cream, brushed cotton, which turn
into twin beds when guests are in town. “When I have my girlfriends over
or when visitors come to stay, they easily switch into beds,” she explains.
The transition for Sherry from suburban Georgian home to modern
urban condo has been one the designer has looked forward to for quite
some time. “This was exactly what I was looking for at the right time in
my life,” she says. u
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ABOVE: The narrow hallway on the second floor features
modern artwork by one of Sherry’s friends. To soften the passthrough area, she added a hemp runner to the wood floor.
OPPOSITE: Sherry loves clean, crisp, white bed linens and
tone-on-tone bedding, hence the upholstered white linen
bed by Verellen. The designer topped a round marble table by
Oly Studio with an oversized lamp by Mr. Brown Home.
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PURE
POTENTIAL
DESIGNER MARY
TOBIAS MILLER
REIMAGINES
HER EASTOVER
HOME INTO AN
ELEGANT AND
COMFORTABLE
RETREAT.

INTERIORS BY
MARY TOBIAS MILLER
TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK

The inspiration for the living
room—and essentially the
whole home—was Miller’s
heirloom hand-printed
screen featuring a port city
in France. Miller designed
the cabinetry to highlight
the piece. The deep daybed
underneath, coupled with
the Lee Industries chairs, the
hair-on-hide ottoman, and
the vintage Baker sofa make
this a place to gather.
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Miller wanted the dining room to be center
stage for festive and formal dining during
the holidays and special occasions. To create
an elevated look, she painted the walls
in Benjamin Moore Kendall Charcoal. The
bronze mirrored ceiling reflects a dramatic
sparkle from the chunky rock crystals Miller
added to the iron-and-wood chandelier.
OPPOSITE: A vintage Baker sofa resides
beneath a portrait of Miller and her mother
by artist Robert Bruce Williams. The four
modern gold-leaf chairs in acrylic shadow
boxes are by artist Rochelle Udell. Flanking
the Baker sofa are two Chippendale-style
mirrors that shine over the clean lines of the
midcentury modern–style chests.
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M

ary Tobias Miller has a talent for seeing the potential
in a home that others might pass by without a
thought, which might explain why the designer has
had such success helping her clients renovate and
transform outdated, rundown properties into their
dream homes. So when Miller, who owns Abode in
Dilworth, and her husband, Rich, became empty nesters and were ready to
move on from the traditional white-clapboard Foxcroft home they had lived
in for ten years, she was certain she could find a diamond in the rough.
They looked at home after home, and, although it took some time,
the Millers finally found the one. “This home had been for sale for quite
a bit,” she says of the traditional yellow home in Eastover. “It was dark.
Dark wood, dark floors, dark rooms. Provincial mantles with fussy tiles
and heavy brown everywhere.” Despite the lack of natural light and
dark finishes, Miller could see that the downstairs, which had been left
untouched by the previous owners, was the perfect blank canvas for the
designer to make her mark. “The previous owners renovated the bathrooms and laundry room upstairs, but they didn’t touch anything on the
first floor.” The couple quickly scooped up the home, and Miller began the
design process almost immediately.
Miller looked to friend and architect Ken Pursley to help reimagine the
facade of the home. “I can renovate anything on the inside of the house,
but when it comes to rooflines, it’s not my strength,” she says. “It initially
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TOP: Tobias accessorized the formal sitting room with new
and old items, including the carved white teak wood root
globe by Bruno Helgen, which sits atop the coffee table by
Oly Studio. The terracotta busts in the foreground are of
Tobias’ sons.
BOTTOM: Artwork by Jeremiah Goodman hangs above the
large nineteenth-century Louis XVI–style mahogany rolltop
desk, while a collection of original watercolors depicting
vintage interiors completes the look.
OPPOSITE: Miller painted the walls of the reading room
a soft light blue by Farrow & Ball in a high-gloss finish to
create an elegant aesthetic. She then layered the space with
linen draperies, which mimic the wall color but are adorned
with a Greek appliqué.
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looked like a person whose eyes—meaning the windows upstairs—
are too far apart. Between the ‘eyebrows’ were eight entirely unnecessary columns that had no purpose.” Pursley took the previously
traditional facade and transformed it into a welcoming entry featuring more modern architectural details and newly painted brick.
“Ken filled out the space between the windows in such a lovely
way. I was able to hang the lantern I love over the new glass and
light-filled entryway.”
Inside, Miller went to work opening up the downstairs. “I
love light, bright, and airy, and feel trapped if there’s not enough
sunlight or windows,” she explains. The addition of a new window
above the kitchen sink and more windows overlooking the patio
and pool resulted in a flush of natural light into the first floor.
Miller put her design philosophy of mixing the unexpected
with the traditional and layering with modern elements and
antiques to work throughout the home. “I love to include one-ofa-kind pieces to make a home feel both curated and timeless,” she
says. In the living room, a hand-printed screen of a port in France,
poised as the centerpiece of the room, was an heirloom from
her mother. “I love everything about this screen—the painterly
style and the soft color palette, which is reflective of most of the
homes I design. It just takes me to a happy place. It belonged to
my mother, who is no longer with us, so having it in my home is
a subliminal comfort. This is what family heirlooms should do for
us. Trends come and go, but family heirlooms, along with some

“MY DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
REVOLVES AROUND HOW YOU
MIX THE COLORS, TEXTURES,
PATTERNS, AND, MOST
IMPORTANTLY, PERIODS OF
FURNITURE AND COLLECTIBLES
TO ACHIEVE A BALANCE.”
—MARY TOBIAS MILLER

ABOVE: To add more natural light to the kitchen and living room, Miller added
a fifth window to this transitional space between the two rooms. The addition
of the low-back bench by John Derian along with the pair of tables and throw
pillows for comfort make it a great conversation space.
OPPOSITE: Miller designed the kitchen to look and feel more like a living area.
She added the formal chandelier by Niermann Weeks and Italian sconces, along
with custom built-in cabinetry and island seating that runs around the entire
oversized island. The exposed back wall of textured marble mosaic tile doubles as
a wallcovering.
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modern touches, should reflect the layers of people’s lives. I think
that’s true of my home.”
With this home and many of her projects, Miller loves the “flexibility you have to create something unique during the building and
renovation stages of a project.” The adjacent kitchen was reworked to
be “buttoned up and mostly hidden behind doors. A little more serious
than most kitchens but able to exist in the same space as the living
room,” Miller explains of designing the kitchen to look less utilitarian
and more like a well-furnished room with the oversized quartzite
island, the custom cabinetry made to look like well-placed furniture,
and the backsplash that runs the height of the room to mimic a wallcovering. “I love that the anchor of the island is open to the living
room, whose focal point is my beloved hand-painted screen.”
Although Rich Miller initially wanted to fill in the existing
pool, now the Millers can’t imagine the home without it. “When I
look outside the kitchen or pool-room windows, I feel like I’m at a

resort,” Miller says. “Rich and I are both workaholics who rarely
take a day off, so if I can look out that window and feel like I’m at a
resort, it’s a mental vacation of sorts.” To add to the resort vibe, the
oversized Slim Aarons photo of C. Z. Guest is another visual—albeit
virtual—escape. And when coupled with the custom built-in bar in
a lacquered Kelly green, the ’60s-style vintage abstracts by B. Kline,
and the custom sectional in a plush lime velvet, the result is a bright,
fresh feel that Miller has become known for and loves.
Like most designers, Miller’s home is continuously evolving
with small tweaks to each room—a balancing act between new
and old, modern and antique. “My design philosophy revolves
around how you mix the colors, textures, patterns, and, most
importantly, periods of furniture and collectibles to achieve a
balance,” she says. “The goal ultimately is for a home to look and
feel inviting and to draw people in visually and physically.” Especially so if it’s your own home. u
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The Lee Jofa wallpaper is the focal point
of the master bedroom, where Miller
added an upholstered bed, which is
flanked by a pair of chests from Studio
A Home topped with chunky lamps by
Chelsea House. OPPOSITE: The family
room overlooks the pool, so Miller wanted it
to be light and bright. The photography and
abstracts, as well as the plush Missoni limegreen floral pillows that top the custom
sectional, create a “sunny, happy room by
day that turns into a full-on entertainment
center by night.”
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TAKING

ROOT
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DESIGNER CHERYL LUCKETT’S COTTAGE HOME
IS A STUDY IN COLOR, PASSION, AND THE KIND OF
INTIMATE DETAILS THAT MAKE A HOUSE A HOME.

A collection of vintage furniture pieces makes up the
living room. A Wildwood table lamp sits in front of
custom draperies done in Brunschwig & Fils fabric.
A vintage chair upholstered in a leopard-print fabric
brings a punch of modernity to the living room.

INTERIOR DESIGN BY CHERYL LUCKETT | TEXT BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY | PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK

In the piano room, a framed African Kuba cloth hangs
above the upholstered banquette from Luckett’s
collection with Sylvester Alexander. OPPOSITE: At home
with designer Cheryl Luckett, Luckett fills her home with
color, pattern, and collected vintage pieces.
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D

esigner Cheryl Luckett, a Charlotte local by
way of South Mississippi, has created a name
for herself that’s rooted in soulful design
and punctuated by pattern and color. When
she moved here thirteen years ago from
Spartanburg, South Carolina, however, interior
design was the last thing on her mind. Working for a Fortune 500
company had her on the road often, and in the little free time she
had, she nested in her new home. Shabby chic was a trendy aesthetic
at the time, and Luckett was all over it. Her home was so well put
together that visitors suggested she should take on interior design
professionally. Pretty soon, traveling got old and the race exhausting.
Luckett knew it was time to shift gears and wondered if she really did

have a talent for design. So she changed jobs and took some design
classes. In her free time, she started a design blog, which ultimately
led to interior design work. Three years later, Luckett had her own
business. The rest, as they say, is history.
Far from shabby chic, Luckett’s aesthetic has evolved
professionally and personally, but one thing has been constant:
her love of textiles and her talent for mixing patterns. “That’s what
lights me up,” she says. “So that’s where I start. I go with my gut on
fabric, and that usually drives the rest of the space. Just like I want
my clients’ homes to represent them, at home, I want my space to
represent who I am—an African-American, Southern woman. So I can
take this chintz and draw in traditionally Southern pieces. I can take
the African tapestry and bring in natural elements, like baskets.”
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LEFT: In the breakfast room, Luckett used Revolution Performance Fabrics for the dining chairs and the
Magnolia banquette from Belle by Cheryl Luckett for Sylvester Alexander. Lighting from Hudson Valley hangs
overhead, while vibrant orange curtains in Robert Allen fabric bring in an unexpected color.
RIGHT: In the kitchen, blue-and-white wallcoverings by Milton & King coordinate joyfully with pops of yellow
in accessories and barstools from Designmaster Furniture covered in Revolution Performance Fabrics. White
pendant lights from Hudson Valley Lighting bring your eyes up, and upgraded appliances from GE’s Café
Collection add a custom feel.

When it comes to her home, Luckett learned pride of ownership
at an early age. “I grew up around my grandparents in southern
Mississippi, and they took pride in their belongings,” Luckett
recalls. “I must’ve watched my grandmother reupholster her sofa
at least three times as a kid. We would spend hours in Penney’s
picking out bedding; everything else, we would make—pillows,
valances, curtains.” Luckett’s appreciation of the home, textiles, and
design came from her family. And though she enjoys a casual feel,
that pride in ownership alongside a joy of entertaining has a special

place in her heart. “I still like a tad of formality,” she says. “Not too
much to be stuffy, but just enough to feel distinct.”
Looking around her home, it’s easy to see these things that
make up Cheryl Luckett—color, patterns, casual elegance, Southern
tradition with a global twist, and, of course, tremendous pride in
the designer she’s become. “I heard once that design is a muscle.
The more you use it, the better it gets. I am a testament to that,” she
says. “The more you refine your passion or talent, the more you’re
willing to push the envelope. And it just keeps getting better.”
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When the pandemic hit in the spring, Luckett sprang into
action, forging a new path that could navigate her business
through a crisis. She offered an online course for homeowners,
a sort of design 101. “One of my first classes was Secrets of the
Home, and I asked people what they wanted their home to feel
like,” Luckett explains. “You can dress your home up any number
of ways, but if you know that you want it to feel energizing or cozy
or fun, that sets up a frame of reference when deciding on a design
direction and color palette.”

For herself, Luckett wants to live in color. She wants to be
reminded of her roots. But her house, like many, is a constant work
in progress. “I just finished redesigning my kitchen,” she says.
“Right when I like it, I change course again, which I think is OK. I
love working on my home.”
The new kitchen dons bright colors of bold blue and happy
yellow, with natural wood touches in oak cabinets and open
shelving. Just adjacent, the breakfast nook adds a pop of orange
with patterned curtains in Robert Allen fabric and includes the
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LEFT: A cheerful yellow
chest from Wildwood greets
Luckett at the back door,
backed by wallcoverings
from Milton & King. Art
from Rayhart depicting four
women figures reminds
Luckett of her family and
brings her joy each time she
passes by.
OPPOSITE: Luckett stands
in her colorful office,
contemplating fabrics and
patterns—a cornerstone
of her aesthetic. A hot-pink
vintage desk chair radiates
in the room, alongside
a bench from Sylvester
Alexander. Draperies from
Ballard Designs pull in the
pops of black and white
from around the room.

Magnolia banquette from Luckett’s own collection: Belle by Cheryl
Luckett for Sylvester Alexander. She launched her five-piece
collection of furniture in 2018, one full of her signature color and
pattern, with traditional lines and modern twists. You can also find
a second piece from her collection in the piano room, the Anderson
banquette covered in Bombshell by Brentwood Textiles. “The five
pieces in my collection represent five pillars of my life: faith, family,
home, culture, and journey,” Luckett explains. She is also a brand
ambassador for Revolution Fabrics, a company she stands behind
thanks to their durability, quality, affordability, and sustainability.
Plus, it’s a small family-owned company operated close by, in Kings
Mountain. “I love using performance fabric. It’s fabric for life,

especially on larger pieces. It’s on my banquette, dining chairs, and
upholstered door in my kitchen, among other things.”
As most new rooms tend to be, the kitchen is her current favorite
room in the home because, as she puts it, it feels like a big hug every
time she walks into it. “It’s so happy, and very me. It functions well,
it’s cozy, and it’s colorful,” she says. It also catalyzed the rest of the
home and got the juices flowing on the next round of changes. But for
now, she’s pleased with the mix she has in the rest of the rooms. “I
recently started to add more meaningful art. Right near the back door,
I added a piece by Rayhart. It’s a figurative piece—four women—they
remind me of my mom, my two sisters, and me, and I love it. On
some level, I have been surprised at how happy that piece makes me.”
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Luckett’s love of traditional finds is amplified in the piano
room, where a baby grand anchors the room beside her furniture
collection’s Anderson banquette. A traditional African Kuba cloth is
framed and hung as a striking focal piece, while underfoot, a hide
rug adds a pop of modernity. The ever-present bar cart is a familiar
vintage piece waiting with a fresh cocktail, a perfect capsule of
Cheryl Luckett as a person and as a designer.
“My guiding principle in designing for clients is to paint a
portrait of the homeowner in their surroundings,” Luckett says.
“So, for my own home, I hope I’ve done the same. I don’t need it to
be a catalog. I don’t need it to look like Pinterest. I need it to look
like me. Sometimes I think we worry so much about getting it right
that we miss making it us.” u
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“THE MORE YOU REFINE YOUR
PASSION OR TALENT, THE MORE
YOU’RE WILLING TO PUSH THE
ENVELOPE. AND IT JUST KEEPS
GETTING BETTER.”
—CHERYL LUCKETT

In the guest bedroom, vintage panel art hangs
above a Wildwood Borneo chest painted in
cheerful green. An ottoman from Ballard Designs
in a leopard print pairs perfectly for a global feel.
OPPOSITE: The pretty master bedroom boasts a
custom headboard covered in Schumacher Pyne
Hollyhock fabric with custom throw pillows that
accent the Barbara Barry duvet.
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TRAVEL

FINDING PEACE

in Paradise

The living is easy on the beautiful Hammock Coast.
Written by Brandy Woods Snow
Photography by Brian Fournier

L

ocated in the heart of South Carolina’s famed
Grand Strand, the beaches of Georgetown County
(also known as the Hammock Coast) boast several
distinct communities along the oceanfront of the
Waccamaw Neck. Here, the Lowcountry laid-back
mindset and access to upscale amenities perfectly
combine to create an ideal coastal lifestyle for residents and
visitors alike. Just thirty miles south of Myrtle Beach and sixty
miles north of Charleston, this spectacular collection of communities includes North and South Litchfield Beach, Litchfield by
the Sea Resort, Inlet Point South, Pawleys Island, Prince George,
and DeBordieu Colony. Each community offers easy proximity
for commuters looking to live in a quieter location or those who
simply want a retreat from the hustle and bustle of the rat race in
the area’s natural seclusion.

Area natives Hampton and Perry Peace, owners of Peace
Sotheby’s International Realty and Peace Vacations, have a passion
for the community and the lifestyle it offers, working diligently
to welcome those seeking a new permanent residence or out-oftowners in need of a relaxing stay.
“There is a unique quality to the area that blends the beauty and
accessibility of our natural resources, historical characteristics, and
friendly, laid-back lifestyle to satisfy the need for inner peace and
healthy physical activity,” says Don Thomas, the broker in charge of
Peace Sotheby’s International Realty Pawleys Island and DeBordieu
Colony offices. “Sandwiched in between the nearby attractions of
Myrtle Beach and Charleston, the area is uniquely positioned to
deliver a lifestyle unlike anywhere in the country.”
In addition to the gorgeous Atlantic beaches, the area offers many
other natural amenities, including the Waccamaw River (a part of
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“THE AREA IS UNIQUELY
POSITIONED TO DELIVER A
LIFESTYLE UNLIKE ANYWHERE
IN THE COUNTRY.”
—DON THOMAS

the Intracoastal Waterway) along with creeks, marshes, and inlets.
Aquatic activities like fishing, boating, kayaking, and paddleboarding
are all favorite pastimes. In addition to renowned restaurants and
upscale boutiques, several prestigious golf courses, country clubs, and
private communities provide ample entertainment opportunities. Not
to be underestimated, the area’s rich cultural and artistic traditions
are perfect for the history buff who enjoys touring and learning more
about the area’s roots through various local landmarks, including
Brookgreen Gardens, Atalaya Castle, and Georgetown Historic
District. Pawleys Island is even known as “America’s Oldest Seaside
Resort” because of its origins dating back to the 1700s.
Peace Sotheby’s International Realty offers years of Lowcountry real-estate experience and expertise to each client, and

the additional international exposure brought by affiliation with
world-recognized Sotheby’s International Realty provides an
incomparable level of service. Peace Vacations is the expansion
of DeBordieu Rentals, which has served DeBordieu Colony in the
Waccamaw Neck area for decades. Both are dedicated to helping
clients find their perfect piece of paradise.
“The area has made extensive efforts to conserve and preserve
the natural environments that create such a beautiful place to
live, play, and visit,” Hampton Peace says. “It is our goal to offer
everyone a level of luxury service synonymous with the reputation
of the Hammock Coast.”
Peace awaits. u

For more information about PEACE SOTHEBY’S INTERNATIONAL REALTY, call 843-237-7711 or visit PEACESIR.COM.
For more information about PEACE VACATIONS, call 843-979-2700 or visit PEACE-VACATIONS.COM.
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COLOR ME HAPPY
Homeowners are choosing bold hues for
the ultimate cabinetry facelift.
Written by Brandy Woods Snow
Photography by Dustin Peck

W

hite cabinetry has long been the
top choice for many homeowners
because of its ability to complement
any decor and to imbue light into a
room naturally. But if quarantine
has taught us anything, it’s that our
homes should be our happy place—a welcoming landing spot full
of warmth and vitality. And what better way to infuse life into a
space than with a bold pop of color?
Kristie Knorr of Impact Design Resources says that when
clients are looking for ways to make a statement in their home,

she encourages them to embrace color. “A lot has been written
about color therapy and the emotions evoked by certain hues. We
talk with our clients about making their home a place that does
more than just tell their style story. Your home should make you
calm and happy, especially when you spend so much time there.”
While Knorr and her team have long been selecting shades of
grays and blues for cabinetry, they are now seeing homeowners
leaning toward bolder choices, in and out of the kitchen. “If
homeowners are reluctant to go totally bold in the kitchen,
choosing a stronger option for the island while keeping the
perimeters neutral is a terrific way to add a big splash of color
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“PAINTING CABINETRY
IN SMALLER AREAS,
SUCH AS LAUNDRY
ROOMS AND
POWDER ROOMS,
WITH VIVID HUES CAN
ADD AN UNEXPECTED
WOW FACTOR.”
—KRISTIE KNORR

without overwhelming the space, like we did in this
family’s kitchen,” Knorr says. “Painting cabinetry in
smaller areas, such as laundry rooms and powder rooms,
with vivid hues can add an unexpected wow factor.”
When it comes to the homeowner’s style and
imagination, no color is off-limits. It could be the
perfect muted shade of orange inspired by a favorite
painting, or the classic Farrow & Ball color Cooking
Apple Green, so fresh, charming, and light. And
for people who are hesitant to use a more daring
color but want an exciting neutral palette outside of
the traditional white, Knorr says many of the soft
greiges are strong options, like the warmer Revere
Pewter by Benjamin Moore. For home offices,
libraries, and home bars, Impact Design Resources
has successfully used dramatic blacks like Iron Ore
by Sherwin-Williams or the timeless and intense
deep-blue Hale Navy by Benjamin Moore.
Homeowners have unlimited options when painting
cabinets versus staining them. While stain reacts
to the specific wood species and will look markedly
different depending on wood choice, paint colors offer
a consistent look and a wider range of customizations.
From an unlimited selection of colors to mixing those
colors with different materials to create an innovative
look, the sky is the limit.
Knorr states, “With a fresh splash of color and
some unique, personalized elements, a total cabinetry facelift can create tremendous impact in your
home’s aesthetic.” u

Knorr worked with Lauren Nicole Designs and Omnia Construction to
create this inviting home with many pops of color throughout.

For more information, contact IMPACT DESIGN RESOURCES at
704-778-6814 or visit IMPACTDESIGNRESOURCES.COM.
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HOME IMPROVEMENT

SMART LIVING
Appliances with built-in intelligence
revolutionize the home space.
Written by Brandy Woods Snow

C

onvenience. Performance. Accessibility. Peace of
mind. What if this could describe everyday life?
With evergreen innovation taking center stage
in the home space, this could be a reality for many
homeowners. Bill Pleasants, Jr., general manager
of Plaza Appliance Mart, offers a host of smart
appliances in the showroom for discerning homeowners ready to
reclaim their precious time.
“Smart appliances make everyday chores more efficient and convenient while also allowing owners to reclaim time otherwise lost to
completing mundane tasks,” Pleasants says. “There are numerous
advantages to selecting and implementing smart technologies into
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the home, from cutting operational costs to eliminating worries and
hassles from the daily routine.”
Two of the newest smart appliances receiving rave reviews at
Plaza Appliance Mart include:
LG Front-Load Washer with TurboWash 360 and Built-in Intelligence
Turbo-charged cleaning meets smart AI-led controls in a laundry
experience that LG touts as “nirvana.” With built-in technology
and advanced sensors, the 5.0-cubic-feet front-load washer
is able to auto-detect fabric texture and load size and then
customize the perfect wash cycle. LG’s TurboWash 360 includes
five powerful jets and surround sprays to ensure maximum

added benefit, LG’s Smart Pairing technology enables the washer
to communicate directly with the dryer, sending information about
load size and content, so a compatible drying cycle is selected
every time for maximum performance.

“SMART APPLIANCES MAKE
EVERYDAY CHORES MORE
EFFICIENT AND CONVENIENT.”
—BILL PLEASANTS, JR.

performance for the largest loads in less than thirty minutes. The
proprietary ezDispense Automatic Dispenser offers a quick and
easy answer to ensuring laundry has just the right amount of
detergent and fabric softener for each particular load, without the
guesswork or the handling of large, cumbersome containers. In
fact, once the reservoirs are filled, there’s nothing else to do for up
to eighteen wash cycles. And when the reservoirs need refilling?
The ThinQ app can send a notification to a linked cell phone or
even sync with Amazon Dash Replenishment to track usage and
auto-deliver favorite products to the doorstep when supplies run
low. Additionally, the app allows homeowners to initiate wash
cycles or check cycle times through their smartphone. It also pairs
with Alexa and Google Assistant for hands-free operations. And for

LG InstaView Door-in-Door Refrigerator with Craft Ice
For those who enjoy entertaining at home, LG’s InstaView Door-inDoor refrigerators, available in both 30-cubic-feet and 24-cubic-feet
counter-depth sizes, provide the utmost in convenience and accessibility with unique storage options and built-in smart technologies. With
two knocks on the glass panel door, you can see the contents of the
refrigerator without ever opening a door. Whether you’re in the mood
for traditional ice or ice for a handcrafted drink, the dual ice makers fit
the bill. While traditional ice is dispensed in-door, an internal Craft Ice
maker creates crushed, cubed, and LG’s exclusive slow-melting round
ice for the perfect cold coffee or cocktail. Fresh, filtered water is just a
touch away from the extra-tall dispenser, which fits small glasses to
pitchers and can be programmed to dispense just the right amount.
Internally, a folding shelf can be adjusted to accommodate taller items,
and a signature Glide N’ Serve drawer suited for large party platters
makes entertaining a breeze. Additional smart features available
through the ThinQ app allow homeowners to receive open-door
alerts, adjust temperatures, initiate ice makers, and more from their
smartphone. And some features can be synced with Alexa and Google
Assistant for touch-free convenience. u

For more information, contact PLAZA APPLIANCE MART at
704-568-7600 or visit PLAZAAPPLIANCEMART.COM.
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Making the most of staying at home.
L.E.D. UPGRADES • SERVICE • NEW INSTALLATIONS

Beautifully lighting Charlotte’s ﬁnest homes since 1995.
hello@imagineoutdoorlighting.com | 704.235.2611 | imagineoutdoorlighting.com

COX DOOR COMPANY

HOME | COMMERCIAL | RESIDENTIAL | SALES | SERVICE
Cox Door is 31 years in the Charlotte market. We stand behind each and every door, install, service
and preventative maintenance that we do. With great craftsmanship comes great responsibility. This
is why we also stand behind the quality accessories that are part and parcel of these great doors.
We fix, maintain, source and install any door or part that you need. From coils, to openers, advice of
maintenance; call us and we will send our experts in the field to you.
COXDOOR.COM | 704-821-8898 EXT. 213 | PHILCOX@COXDOOR.COM

CONTRIBUTOR | SOUL FOOD

BREAK BREAD
TOGETHER
By Jim Noble
Photography by The Plaid Penguin

We’ve set a new record. From the
time we said, “Let’s do it” to when
we said, “We’re open,” it took us six
weeks. During a pandemic, no less.
Who would open a new business during the
most uncertain and disruptive time since The
Great Recession? Well, we did.
Granted, we already had the staff, the space,
and the concept for Copain, and those typically
eat up a large chunk of time when working on a
new concept. But, to sit back and think about it,
I’m still amazed.
When the pandemic hit and grocery stores
were having a hard time keeping things stocked,
we started offering produce, whole proteins,
beer and wine, and fresh bread from Rooster’s at
SouthPark. Then our executive chef, Jason Neve,
said, “Why don’t we open Copain?” It didn’t take
much to convince me. It makes all the sense
in the world, really. And if 2020 is a testament
to anything, it’s that things don’t always go as
planned, and the best thing we can do is make
the most of the situation in front of us.
Although not technically entirely new,
Copain has entered a new phase—Phase II, we
like to call it. We’ve operated Copain in Phase
I with online ordering and full-service catering
since 2018. You could place an order and pick it
up twenty-four hours later at Rooster’s in SouthPark, or we could bring it all to you and set it up
in your home or at a venue. It had always been
our intention to open a storefront, but other
things (Noble Smoke and Bossy Beulah’s) got
pushed to the forefront.
Typically, we work with a contractor and
spend months picking out furniture and lighting
and decorative accents, but for this one, we dug
in and used some sweat equity. Our creative
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director, Sarah Wrenn, assembled all of the IKEA shelves herself.
We outfitted the space with fridges and a freezer that we already
had on hand, and dressed them up with beautiful vinyl coverings
featuring our brand artwork. We put up a temporary wall (the shop
in its current state is only about one-third the size we eventually
plan for it to be), painted the space white, installed some track
lights, stocked the shelves with our prepared foods, gourmet provisions, bread and pastries, and opened the doors.
I’ve been able to use the phrase “a dream come true” a few times
in the last few years. Noble Smoke and Bossy Beulah’s Chicken
Shack are two of the many, many blessings I’ve encountered along
the way. And Copain is another. Selling daily loaves of bread coming
out of our kitchen is a bucket-list item for me, and here we are.
Our goal with Copain is to bring you fresh, quality foods and
provisions to help you eat well, entertain thoughtfully, and gather
(safely). Whether you’re entertaining your family of four for what
feels like the 183rd night in a row, throwing a socially distant
backyard barbeque for friends and neighbors, or delivering a meal
to someone in need, we all could use some help in the kitchen.
After all, Copain translates to “break bread together,” and there is
no better time than the present to do that. u

“COPAIN TRANSLATES TO
‘BREAK BREAD TOGETHER,’ AND
THERE IS NO BETTER TIME THAN
THE PRESENT TO DO THAT.”

Chef JIM NOBLE is the executive chef and owner of NOBLE FOOD & PURSUITS.
For more information, visit NOBLEFOODANDPURSUITS.COM.
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GATHER YOUR
IMAGINATION
C H A R LOT T E ’S ON LY H OT GLASS
STU DIO AN D G ALLE RY

H OM E & COMM ER CI AL D ECO R
C H A NDELIERS, PENDANT L I GHTI NG & I NSTA L L AT IO N S
I N T E RIOR DESIGN CO NS ULTATI O NS
JACOB “JAKE” PFEIFER | 980.209.9284 | HOTGLASSALLEY.COM | 438 ATANDO AVENUE, CHARLOTTE, NC 28206

Where design is attainable, beautiful, and a true reflection of you.
704.467.9920 • handleyhomeinteriors.com •

@ handleyhomeinteriors

CONTRIBUTOR | ROOM SERVICE

NOTHING
SWEETER
By Beth Keim
Photography by Mekenzie Loli

There’s nothing
sweeter than
designing for a
Krispy Kreme
executive and
his family.
They wanted the foyer in
their classic Myers Park
home to be fun, so we
covered the walls with
Schumacher’s iconic Birds
& Butterflies wallpaper.
From the minute you walk
through the front door,
the walls greet you and set
the tone. The wallpaper is
classic, light, airy, and, most
of all, fun. We chose to take
it all the way through the
foyer and up the stairs. I’m
a big believer in a dramatic
foyer, with colors that
follow you throughout the
home. This paper is a fan
favorite and adds that drama
you want when walking
through the front door.
Finding cohesiveness is
one thing I strive to do when
working on an entire first
floor, and I am very systematic about it. Room by room,
I create design boards,
pulling pieces, fabrics,
wallpapers, and colors, so
nothing feels disjointed.
The dining space is
calming but has drama with
its dark walls and simple
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“I’M A BIG BELIEVER IN A
DRAMATIC FOYER, WITH
COLORS THAT FOLLOW YOU
THROUGHOUT THE HOME.”

rug. (Don’t be afraid of dark walls; they can easily be punched
up with light windows.) When working with a round table, it’s
important to keep your rug to scale, and we got lucky when
we found this square rug for this square space.
Continuing into the newly updated kitchen, custom-design
company Fine Grit gave the cabinets a professional facelift.
If you want your cabinets done right, Fine Grit is worth the
investment. Not only can they change the color, but they can
add-to and redo, giving you a whole new look.
The family room rounds out the first floor with similar
colors, as well. A new U-shaped sectional gives everyone a
place to stretch out.
I love a client who gives me one favorite inspiration idea
and then lets me run with it. In this case, I was so happy it
was the butterflies. u

BETH KEIM is the owner of LUCY AND COMPANY, a full-service interior design firm located at 2108 South Boulevard, Suite 213.
For more information, visit LUCYANDCOMPANY.COM or call 704-342-6655.
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For your favorite view along
the South Carolina coast

Beach Retreat with Rooftop Deck

Grand Traditional Overlooking Pond

Luxurious Oceanfront Condo

1162 DeBordieu Blvd. in DeBordieu Colony
5 Bed | 5.5 Bath | $1,400,000

537 Lantana Circle in DeBordieu Colony
5 Bed | 5.5 Bath | $775,000

2709 S Ocean Blvd #903 in Myrtle Beach
5 Bed | 4 Bath | $589,000

Perry Peace | 843.241.1509

The Roper Group | 843.450.8273

Tracey Rogers | 843.222.6047

Classic Style & Golf Course View

Newly Renovated on Black River

Golf Course Views Near Marina & ICW

186 Wraggs Ferry Rd in Wedgefield Plantation
6 Bed | 5 Bath | $488,534

148 Pinewood St in Georgetown
3 Bed | 2 Bath | $395,000

58 Portrush Loop in Heritage Plantation
3 Bed | 2 Bath | $364,900

Toby Avant | 843.833.9566

Lindy Mickle | 843.532.7488

Mariah Johnson | 843.251.1686

peacesir.com • 843.237.7711 | debordieu.com • 843.546.4176
Peace Sotheby’s International Realty fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Each Franchise is Independently Owned and Operated.
This offering is subject to errors, omissions, changes including price or withdrawal without notice.

Explore your interior motives.

Famous Luxury Brands • Design Services Available • Special Orders • Custom Fabrics • Locally Owned & Operated

Pineville-Charlotte NC • 11735 Carolina Place Parkway • Phone 704.910.4045 • Mon - Sat 9:30 am - 7 pm Sun noon - 6 pm
Hickory NC • Hickory Furniture Mart • Phone 828.322.3471 • Mon - Sat 9 am - 6 pm Closed Sunday

goodshomefurnishings.com

Jerald Melberg Gallery
Through November 7
jeraldmelberg.com

Jerald Melberg Gallery is pleased to
present an exhibition of Kim Keever’s
boldly colored abstract images.
Keever photographically captures
colliding, billowing colors into a soft
yet explosive choreography, creating
imagery as beautiful as it is technical.
Trained as an engineer, Keever uses
precision and innovation to compose
his photographs, utilizing a strategic
dispersal of specially prepared
pigments into a 200-gallon aquatic
tank, creating dynamic, random
movement confined within the glass
walls. After photographing through
the glass, Keever crops the images
to achieve the desired compositions.
In this process, dualities emerge: the
images exist in a space between chance
and control, explosiveness and grace.

Home

Take Root

Elder Gallery of Contemporary Art
November 6–February 9
eldergalleryclt.com

Anne Neilson Fine Art
Through October 24
anneneilsonfineart.com

Home is a place we never see with
stranger’s eyes. It is a base for
everything: hope, family, school,
fellowship, faith, future struggles,
and successes. There is a magnetic
property of home, the way it aligns
everything around us. It is more than a
place. It’s an idea. Home is home, and
everything else is not home.
This exhibition features art that
explores the meanings and feelings of
“home” and “place” in our increasingly
interwoven society. Home can be one
place or many. Finding home can take
a journey. The artists in this show
explore one of the most basic social
concepts by which individuals, families,
nations, and regions understand
themselves in relation to others. The
resulting visual conversations embrace
both idealized concepts and physical
realities of home while exploring our
relationship with ourselves, others, and
the natural world around us. Opening
reception with the artists is on Friday,
November 6, from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
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Take root (phrase): 1. to become established,
2. to grow and draw nourishment.
This exhibition features eight
contemporary Southern artists who
have rooted themselves in their
identity: Allison James, Sarah Gayle
Carter, Trudi Norris, Case Baumgarten,
Sunny Goode, Fred Bettin, Nikki
Oliver, and Désirée Petty. The idea of
“taking root” can be within a place, a
community, earth, ourselves, or all of
the above. Each artist, with their own
unique artistic style, explores what it
means to them to take root and bloom
in their voice.

LEFT TO RIGHT: ART BY KIM KEEVER, PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF JERALD MELBERG GALLERY; ART BY CRISTA CAMMAROTO, PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY
OF ELDER GALLERY; TOP: ART BY ALLISON JAMES, BOTTOM: ART BY SARAH GAYLE CARTER, PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF ANNE NEILSON FINE ART.

Kim Keever:
Underwater Canvas

704-228-4767

704.829.3998 | kbninteriors.com

Your RESOURCE for
Cabinetry & Custom Closets

DREAMING
OF A
TWO-STORY
CLOSET?
KITCHEN & BATH
CUSTOM CLOSETS
HOME OFFICE
MUD ROOM & BUILT INS
GARAGE STORAGE

Southend Showroom:
305 Foster Avenue, Suite 200
Charlotte, North Carolina 28203

704-778-6814
www.impactdesignresources.com

Impact Design Resources Senior Designer: Nancy Martin

CALL TODAY TO ARRANGE A CONSULTATION WITH ONE OF OUR EXPERIENCED DESIGNERS.

From contemporary to traditional,
and everything in between.

CAROLINAS
LEATHER
FURNITURE
COMPANY

WWW.CAROLINASLEATHERFURNITURE.COM | 704.752.7241
11523 Carolina Place Pkwy, Suite G, Pineville, NC 28134

Carolinas Leather Furniture OctNov19 Half Page Ad.indd 1

9/18/19 1:17 PM

CHARLOTTE
11435 Granite St. Ste. D
Charlotte, NC 28273
704.251.4030

BURLINGTON
2516 Tucker Street
Burlington, NC 27215
336-222-8460

THEFABRICOUTLET.COM

GREENSBORO
2801 Lawndale Drive
Greensboro, NC 27408
336-663-1200

DESIGN CENTER / COTSWOLD MARKETPLACE

THE LOOK OF A CHIC BEDROOM
COLOR
PALET TE

COZY UP

with
CLASSIC
LINENS

“CAIRO”
ACCENT
FABRIC
THROW
BLANKET

DUVET &
PILLOWCASES

ABSTR ACT
ARTWORK
Ashley Vanor
NC Artist

DESIGN TIP:
YOUR BEDROOM COLOR SCHEME SHOULD
BE SOOTHING & PROVIDE TRANQUILITY
GREY
HEXAGONAL
LAMP

BONE & AGATE
WOODEN
BOX

KEY DESIGN ELEMENTS
BEDDING: CUSTOM MATELASSE COVERLET WITH FRETWORK DETAIL | Jane Wilner Designs
LINENS: “ALMA” EMBROIDERED DUVET & PILLOWCASES IN PINK | Amalia Home Collection
HEADBOARD: FERNCLIFF DEEP TUF TED QUEEN HEADBOARD | Best Seat Upholstery

HOME DECOR

UPHOLSTERY

ARTWORK

WALLPAPER

LIGHTING

GIFTS

THE STORY

of a
MASTER
BEDROOM

200 N. SHARON AMITY

|

CHARLOTTE, NC

COTSWOLDMARKETPLACE.COM

|

704.365.3331

LANCASTER
LancasterCCU.com | 336.431.6655 | To the Trade

